TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

Technical Addendum No. 1: Well Installation Work
Plan for Interim Measures Performance Monitoring,
PG&E Topock Compressor Station, Needles,
California
Date: January 27, 2006

Introduction
This Technical Addendum No. 1 describes additional groundwater investigations and well
drilling activities that will be performed as part of the Interim Measures (IM) field
investigations at the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) Topock Compressor Station
near Needles, California. On November 30, 2005, PG&E submitted to the California
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) a Well Installation Work Plan for Interim
Measures Performance Monitoring Program (IMPM Work Plan), which described the rationale,
locations, and methods for the installation of new groundwater monitoring wells to address
expansion and modifications to the IM performance monitoring network in the floodplain
area of the Topock site.
The scope of work presented in the IMPM Work Plan was conditionally approved by DTSC
in a letter dated January 6, 2006 (hereafter referred to as the “DTSC approval letter”).
DTSC’s conditional approval required further groundwater investigation, and installation of
wells at up to five additional locations in the IM performance monitoring area. This
Technical Addendum No. 1 to the IMPM Work Plan is submitted in compliance with
Condition 9 of DTSC’s approval letter, and describes the proposed locations and well
drilling/completion plan and the anticipated schedule for the field work. Per Condition 10
of DTSC’s approval letter, a separate Technical Addendum No. 2 will be submitted by
February 7, 2006 to describe the proposed hydraulic testing activities for selected wells. The
activities in the IMPM Work Plan, and the installation of wells at up to five additional
locations in the IM performance monitoring area, are collectively referred to in this
Technical Addendum as the “2006 IM drilling program.”

Purpose and Contents
This Technical Addendum No. 1 addresses the proposed groundwater investigations and
installation activities for the additional IM performance monitoring wells specified in
DTSC’s approval letter and provides clarifications to the well installation activities
described in the IMPM Work Plan. The proposed methods and procedures for well drilling,
hydrogeologic logging, depth-specific groundwater sampling, well installation, and
reporting, were described in the IMPM Work Plan, and will apply to the 2006 IM drilling
program.
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This Technical Addendum specifically addresses the following items and activities
associated with the 2006 IM drilling program:
•

Incorporates DTSC’s conditions for implementing the IMPM Work Plan, including
installation of an additional well at Site C, limitations on equipment access routes, and
requirements for sampling frequency for new wells.

•

Makes minor revision to the installation/design plan for monitoring well clusters at
Sites A and C that was presented in the IMPM Work Plan (i.e., proposing nested well
completion instead of well cluster completions).

•

Presents an updated map showing locations, access routes, and staging areas required
for all of the well sites identified in the IMPM Work Plan and DTSC’s approval letter.

•

Presents the proposed well completion detail for the additional groundwater monitoring
and hydraulic test wells (Locations 1 to 5) specified in DTSC’s approval letter.

•

Clarifies the staging area descriptions and geophysical logging activities.

•

Presents the anticipated schedule for the installation, development, completion, and
sampling of the new groundwater wells in the IM performance monitoring area.

For reference, DTSC’s January 6, 2006 approval letter and enclosures are included as
Attachment 1 to this Technical Addendum.

2006 IM Performance Monitoring Drilling Program
Well Locations
Figure 1 shows the proposed locations for all wells in the 2006 IM drilling program. Well
sites A, B, and C were addressed in the IMPM Work Plan. DTSC’s approval letter identified
four additional locations and one contingent location for conducting groundwater
investigations and installing additional monitoring and hydraulic test wells. The additional
IM drilling sites are referred to as Locations 1 to 5 in DTSC’s approval letter and on Figure 1.
The additional well sites on United States Bureau of Land Management (BLM) property
include Location 1 (west of Park Moabi Road, next to well MW-19), Location 2 (western
boundary of the floodplain northeast of well cluster MW-33), and Location 3, a contingent
well site on the floodplain at MW-29 (Figure 1). Well sites on Havasu National Wildlife
Refuge (HNWR) property include Location 4 (proposed on shoulder of Park Moabi Road,
next to well MW-26) and Location 5 (west of Park Moabi Road, next to well MW-12).

Proposed Investigations by Drilling Site
Table 1 presents a summary of the groundwater investigations and well installations to be
conducted at the drilling sites in the 2006 IM drilling program, including the installation of
six monitoring wells at Sites A, B, and C, seven additional wells at Locations 1, 2, 4, and 5,
and, if required by DTSC, two wells at Location 3. Table 1 has been updated and supersedes
the initial investigation summary presented in the IMPM Work Plan. The reader is referred
to the DTSC approval letter (Attachment 1) and enclosures for the specific rationale and
investigation objectives for the additional well Locations 1 to 5.
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Site Preparation, Access, and Equipment Staging
This Technical Addendum updates the equipment access routes proposed in the IMPM
Work Plan, and supplements the equipment staging area provisions required for this
project. Other provisions and procedures for drilling site access, staging areas, equipment
decontamination, and management of investigation-derived waste will follow the IMPM
Work Plan. Per Condition 18 in DTSC’s approval letter, a biological and cultural resource
monitor shall be onsite prior to and during the movement and setup of drilling equipment.

Site Preparation for Additional Wells
During January 2006, the additional drilling sites at Locations 1 to 5 were reviewed in the
field by the DTSC project manager, and PG&E IM and biological field support staff, to
confirm equipment access and site preparation requirements. Based on these field visits, no
grading, vegetation removal, or other site preparation needs have been identified for theses
wells.

Equipment Access Routes
The IMPM Work Plan proposed primary and secondary (contingent) access routes for
drilling operations at floodplain Sites A, B, and C. As required by DTSC, the use of the
secondary access route across HNWR is prohibited, and drilling and support equipment
will use the primary (northern) access route as shown on Figure 1. The proposed equipment
access route for contingent Location 3 is also shown on Figure 1. Prior to drilling
commencement, the boundaries of all off-road access routes will be staked.

Staging Areas
Both short and long-term equipment staging areas have been identified for the 2006 IM
drilling program. No storage or staging of any equipment or materials associated with this
work will occur at the IM-3 treatment plant. Short-term staging areas to support drilling
operations include two areas on the western margin of the floodplain adjacent to and south
of well cluster MW-35, and two areas on the MW-20 bench, as shown on Figure 1. These
areas will be used for staging drilling materials and IDW storage containers required during
the drilling and well development activities. Drilling equipment, supplies, and storage bins
in the short-term staging areas will be removed within 30 days following completion of well
development of the new IM wells.
Long-term staging areas (for general drilling equipment and supplies and core storage) will
be established on PG&E Compressor Station property (Figure 1). Prior to driller
mobilization, the access and delineation of the proposed staging areas will be confirmed
with BLM representatives and onsite PG&E and IM No. 3 operations staff.

Well Drilling, Installation, and Completion
Table 2 summarizes the drilling, sampling and well completion plans for the three drilling
sites described in the IMPM Work Plan, and for the additional well locations specified in
DTSC’s approval letter. Table 2 has been updated to comply with the DTSC approval letter
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and this table supersedes the drilling and sampling summary presented in the IMPM Work
Plan.

Well Construction Plans for 2006 IM Wells
The methods, procedures and general specifications for well construction described in the
IMPM Work Plan will be used for the 2006 IM drilling program. The modifications to the
initial well construction plans include installing two wells at Site C and adjusting the grout
mixtures for well construction, as required by Condition 4 in DTSC’s approval letter. As
listed in Table 2, groundwater monitoring wells in the 2006 IM drilling program will each
have 10 feet of well screen. The screen lengths for the hydraulic test wells at Locations 1, 2,
and 4 will be based on core logs and groundwater grab sampling results. Each hydraulic test
well will have a maximum screen length of 40 feet.
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram for the three-well completion design proposed for
floodplain Site A (see Figure 1). This well design is slightly modified from the approach
outlined in the IMPM Work Plan by incorporating a “nested” well completion, where all
three wells (2-inch-diameter and 1.5-inch-diameter casings) are installed in a single boring.
The nested well completion design is proposed for the 2006 IM drilling program to
minimize the number of borings and surface well monuments required to meet the project
objectives, in response to comments provided by the Fort Mohave tribe in a letter to DTSC
dated December 9, 2005.
Installation of a nested three-well completion at Site A will require initially advancing the
10-inch-diameter sonic casing to an intermediate depth, followed by advancement of 8inch-diameter casing to total depth as shown on Figure 2. A similar nested two-well
completion is proposed for floodplain Site C (2-inch-diameter well casings; see Table 2).
The IMPM Work Plan proposed a single well at Site B to serve as a gradient monitoring well
while extraction well PE-1 is operating. Figure 3 presents a minor modification to the
original well design, which is recommended to allow continuous pressure transducer water
level monitoring concurrent with sampling and other performance monitoring. Unlike the
nested well design, both the performance monitoring well and water level sounding tube at
Site B will be installed in a common filter pack zone, at an elevation equivalent to the PE-1
well completion.
Table 2 provides a summary of the wells that will be installed at Locations 1 through 5. The
rationale for these wells is provided in the DTSC letter (Attachment 1). The wells to be
installed include:
•
•
•
•
•

Location 1 – A 4-inch well for hydraulic testing (Figure 4) and a 2-inch monitoring well
(Figure 5).
Location 2 – A 4-inch well for hydraulic testing and a nested well with two 2-inch
casings installed in a common borehole (Figure 4).
Location 3 – A nested well with two 2-inch casings installed in a common borehole
(Figure 4).
Location 4 – A 4-inch well for hydraulic testing (Figure 4).
Location 5 – A 2-inch monitoring well (Figure 5).
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The core log and results of depth-discrete groundwater sampling from the initial boring at
all locations will be reviewed with DTSC to select the depth and screen interval for the
well(s) at that site. All monitor wells will include a 10-foot screened interval. A maximum
screen length of 40 feet is proposed for hydraulic test wells, although a shorter screen may
be used if saturated thickness or the thickness of permeable layers is small. The proposed
well screen and filter pack specifications are provided on Figures 4 and 5.

Cased-well Geophysical Logging
Per DTSC requirements (Condition 15), cased-well geophysical logs (natural gamma ray
and induction) will be collected in the deepest new monitoring or test wells installed at Site
A, Site C, and Locations 1, 2, and 3 (if installed). As clarified in DTSC’s approval letter, the
geophysical logging will be used for hydrogeologic characterization in the IM performance
area and will be scheduled soon after well drilling is completed.

Field Work Schedule
The schedule for the drilling and installation of the additional IM Locations 1 to 5 is subject
to review and approvals from BLM and HNWR. Review and approvals by San Bernardino
County will also be required. A traffic control plan may be required for the proposed well at
Location 4, adjacent to Park Moabi Road. Additionally, review and consultation with the
California Department of Fish and Game is anticipated for drilling activities at floodplain
Locations 2 and 3.
The duration of well installation and completion activities for Sites A, B, and C is estimated
to be 4 weeks. The duration of well installation and completion at Locations 1 to 5, including
contingent Location 3, is estimated to be an additional 6 weeks.
A kick off meeting will be held at the site prior to the start of the drilling work.

Drilling Sequence
Per DTSC’s approval letter, the IM drilling sequence will be prioritized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sites C, A, and B
Location 2
Location 3 (if determined to be necessary)
Location 4
Location 5
Location 1

Well Development and Sampling
The groundwater monitoring and test wells installed for the 2006 IM drilling program will
be developed, as feasible, during the drilling mobilization, following the procedures in the
IMPM Work Plan. Initial sampling will occur a minimum of 2 days after well development.
Scheduling of well development and sampling will be coordinated with BLM, HNWR, and
PG&E onsite personnel to allow for groundwater sampling. If possible, two monthly
sampling events will be performed for wells at Sites A and C prior to March 30, 2006. If
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TABLE 1
Proposed Groundwater Investigations and Well Installations - Includes Additonal Well Sites
Well Installation Work Plan for IM Performance Monitoring
PG&E TopockCompresor Station

Drill Site ID

Technical Addendum No. 1
1/27/2006

Objective

Proposed Investigations

Rationale

Delineation & Characterization

Continuous-core hydrogeologic logging; confrim bedrock

Delineate plume limit northwest of MW-34-100

Gradient Monitoring Well

Depth-discrete groundwater sampling

New well for PE-1 performance monitoring

Location

Site A (MW-44)
approx. 170' north of PE-1

Install 3 monitoring wells (mid-depth & lower intervals)
Initial water quality characterization (2 events)
Cased-well geophysics (after sampling)
Incorporate wells in hydraulic monitoring network

Site B (MW-45)

Gradient Monitoring Well

approx. 15' east of PE-1

Selected-core hydrogeologic logging

New well for PE-1 performance monitoring

Install 1 monitoring well (lower interval)
Initial water quality characterization
Incorporate well in hydraulic monitoring network

Site C (MW-46)

Delineation & Characterization

approx. 90' west of MW-28

Continuous-core hydrogeologic logging; confrim bedrock

Delineate plume limit in central floodplain area

Depth-discrete groundwater sampling
Install 2 monitoring wells (lower interval)
Initial water quality characterization (2 events)
Cased-well geophysics (after sampling)
Incorporate wells in hydraulic monitoring network

Additional Wells for 2006 IM Drilling Program
Location 1

Delineation & Characterization

Continuous-core hydrogeologic logging; confrim bedrock

see DTSC 1/6/06 letter and enclosures

Depth-discrete groundwater sampling
Install 1 monitoring well (mid-depth or lower intervals)
Install 1 hydraulic test well (interval to be selected)
Initial water quality characterization
Cased-well geophysics (after sampling)
Incorporate wells in hydraulic monitoring network
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TABLE 1
Proposed Groundwater Investigations and Well Installations - Includes Additonal Well Sites
Well Installation Work Plan for IM Performance Monitoring
PG&E TopockCompresor Station

Drill Site ID

Technical Addendum No. 1
1/27/2006

Objective

Proposed Investigations

Rationale

Delineation & Characterization

Continuous-core hydrogeologic logging; confrim bedrock

see DTSC 1/6/06 letter and enclosures

Location

Location 2

Depth-discrete groundwater sampling
Install 2 monitoring wells (upper and mid- or lower intervals)
Install 1 hydraulic test well (interval to be selected)
Initial water quality characterization
Cased-well geophysics (after sampling)
Incorporate wells in hydraulic monitoring network

Location 3

Contingency Site for Delineation
contingent on results at Site C & Location 2

Continuous-core hydrogeologic logging; confrim bedrock

see DTSC 1/6/06 letter and enclosures

Depth-discrete groundwater sampling
Install 2 monitoring wells (mid-depth & lower intervals)
Initial water quality characterization
Cased-well geophysics (after sampling)
Incorporate wells in hydraulic monitoring network

Location 4

Delineation & Characterization

Continuous-core hydrogeologic logging; confrim bedrock

see DTSC 1/6/06 letter and enclosures

Depth-discrete groundwater sampling
Install 1 monitoring / test well (base Alluvial Aquifer)

assess if future bedrock well is warranted

Initial water quality characterization
Incorporate well in hydraulic monitoring network

Location 5

Characterization

Continuous-core hydrogeologic logging; confrim bedrock

see DTSC 1/6/06 letter and enclosures

Depth-discrete groundwater sampling
Install 1 monitoring well (base Alluvial Aquifer)

assess if future bedrock well is warranted

Initial water quality characterization
Incorporate well in hydraulic monitoring network

NOTES:
1. See Figure 1 for proposed locations for additional well Locations 1 through 5
2. All drilling and well installation to be performed using rotosonic drilling method; all terrain sonic drill rig required for floodplain drilling sites
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TABLE 2
Drilling and Sampling Plan - Includes Additional Well Sites
Well Installation Work Plan for IM Performance Monitoring
PG&E TopockCompresor Station

Drill Site ID

Site A (MW-44)

Approximate
Surface
Elevation

Technical Addendum No. 1
1/27/2006

Core Logging and Sampling - Pilot Hole
Estimated
Intervals Targeted
Depth
Target
Interval for
for Groundwater
Miocene
Grab Sampling
Bedrock Drilling Depth Core Log & Archive

feet MSL

feet bgs

feet bgs

feet bgs

feet bgs

467

120

130

20 - total depth

46 - 56
66 - 76
86 - 96
106 - 116
total depth

Site B (MW-45)

470

95

105

70 - total depth

no sampling
location characterized

Site C (MW-46)

472

160

170

20 - total depth

46 - 56
66 - 76
86 - 96
106 - 116
126 - 136
146 - 156
total depth

Proposed Well Installations
Alluvial Aquifer
Completion

Well Construction

Mid-Depth Interval
Lower Interval
Base of Alluvial Aquifer

single nested wells
1.5" PVC - 10' screen
1.5" PVC - 10' screen
2" PVC - 10' screen

Lower Interval

Paired 2" & 1" PVC - 10' screens
dual well for gradient & sampling

Lower Interval
Base of Alluvial Aquifer

single nested wells
2" PVC - 10' screen
2" PVC - 10' screen

to be determined

2" PVC monitoring well - 10' screen

to be determined

4" PVC test well - up to 40' screen

Upper Interval
to be determined

single nested wells
2" PVC - 10' screen
2" PVC - 10' screen

to be determined

4" PVC test well - up to 40' screen

Additional Wells for 2006 IM Drilling Program
Location 1

Location 2

499

480

190

210

200

220

20 - total depth

20 - total depth

66 - 76
86 - 96
106 - 116
126 - 136
146 - 156
166 - 176
total depth
46 - 56
66 - 76
86 - 96
106 - 116
126 - 136
146 - 156
166 - 176
186 - 196
total depth
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TABLE 2
Drilling and Sampling Plan - Includes Additional Well Sites
Well Installation Work Plan for IM Performance Monitoring
PG&E TopockCompresor Station

Drill Site ID

Location 3

Approximate
Surface
Elevation

Technical Addendum No. 1
1/27/2006

Core Logging and Sampling - Pilot Hole
Estimated
Intervals Targeted
Depth
Target
Interval for
for Groundwater
Miocene
Grab Sampling
Bedrock Drilling Depth Core Log & Archive

feet MSL

feet bgs

feet bgs

feet bgs

feet bgs

483

240

250

20 - total depth

46 - 56
66 - 76
86 - 96
106 - 116
126 - 136
146 - 156
166 - 176
186 - 196
206 - 216
total depth

(contingent site)

Location 4

Location 5

503

483

135

50

145

60

20 - total depth

20 - total depth

66 - 76
86 - 96
106 - 116
total depth
26 - 36
46 - 56
total depth

Proposed Well Installations
Alluvial Aquifer
Completion

Well Construction

Mid-Depth Interval
Lower Interval

single nested wells
2" PVC - 10' screen
2" PVC - 10' screen

to be determined

4" PVC test well - up to 40' screen

Base of Alluvial Aquifer

2" PVC - 10' screen

NOTES:
1. See Figure 1 for proposed locations for all drilling sites. See Figures 2 through 5 for schematic well construction diagrams.
See 11/30/05 Well Installation Work Plan for drilling and depth-specific groundwater sampling methods.
Additional well Locations 1 to 5 included in the 2006 IM drilling program per DTSC 1/6/06 letter.
2. Depth-specific groundwater grab samples to be collected from 10-foot open-borehole intervals using Isoflow TM system
Target intervals are listed for general planning and subject to drilling conditions.
3. Groundwater grab samples will be analyzed for Cr(VI) with IM-3 treatment plant laboratory (HACH analytical method) and field water quality parameters.
Supplemental groundwater samples (field-filtered and preserved) will be collected for Cr(T) laboratory analysis if confirmation of Cr(VI) HACH method results is required.
4. Well screen intervals will be selected in consultation with DTSC based on core log and results of groundwater grab sampling.
5. Per DTSC 1/6/06 letter, one of the wells to be installed at Locations 1, 2 and 4 to be used for hydraulic testing.
Hydraulic test wells to be 4" diameter polyvinyl chloride (PVC) with screen length to be based on drilling and sampling results.
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FIGURE 1
PROPOSED LOCATIONS FOR
ADDITIONAL GROUNDWATER WELLS
FOR IM PERFORMANCE MONITORING
WELL INSTALLATION WORK PLAN FOR
IM PERFORMANCE MONITORING PROGRAM
PG&E TOPOCK COMPRESSOR STATION
NEEDLES, CALIFORNIA
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Proposed Construction for Site A
Monitoring Well Cluster on Floodplain
10” diameter locking steel
well monument
Ground Surface

Grout surface seal
to 5’ above water table

approximate water level (typical 10’ bgs)

Bentonite pellet or slurry
annular seal

Upper Well

1.5” diameter Sch. 40 PVC
blank casing with
10’ well screen (0.020” slot)

Bentonite pellet or slurry
annular seal between
lower and upper well
completions

Bentonite pellet seal
(3’ thick typical)
Filter pack
(#3 Monterey Sand or equivalent
with transition sand at top)
top Miocene Conglomerate

Bentonite pellet seal
Middle Well

1.5” diameter Sch. 40 PVC
blank casing with 10’
well screen (0.020” slot)

10” diameter borehole
to approx. 100’ bgs

8” diameter borehole
to total depth
Lower Well

2” diameter Sch. 40 PVC
blank casing with 10’ well
screen (0.02” slot)

base of Alluvial Aquifer

130’ target drilling depth
DIAGRAM NOT TO SCALE
All depths in feet below ground surface (bgs)
are approximate and will be determined based
on drilling log, Isoflow(R) sampling, and
consultation with DTSC.
326228.IM.05.00_Fig 2 Site A_1/27/06_ccc_bao

FIGURE 2
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SITE A
MONITORING WELL CLUSTER

WORK PLAN FOR IM PERFORMANCE MONITORING WELLS
PG&E TOPOCK COMPRESSOR STATION

Proposed Construction for Site B
Observation / Monitoring Well at PE-1
Locking steel
well monument
Ground Surface

Grout surface seal
to 5’ above water table

approximate water level (typical 10’ bgs)

Bentonite pellet
or slurry annular seal

1.0” diameter Sch. 40 PVC
sounding tube with 10’
well screen (0.020” slot)
Plastic tie to 2” monitoring well

8” diameter borehole
to total depth

Bentonite pellet seal (3’ thick)

2” diameter Sch. 40 PVC
blank casing with 10’ well
screen (0.020” slot)

top Miocene Conglomerate

DIAGRAM NOT TO SCALE
All depths in feet below ground surface (bgs)
are approximate and will be determined based
on drilling log, Isoflow(R) sampling, and
consultation with DTSC.
326228.IM.05.00_Fig 3 Site B_1/27/06_ccc_bao

base of Alluvial Aquifer
105’ target drilling depth

FIGURE 3
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR SITE B
MONITORING WELL

WORK PLAN FOR IM PERFORMANCE MONITORING WELLS
PG&E TOPOCK COMPRESSOR STATION

Typical Construction
Single Monitoring Well
Locking steel
well monument
Ground Surface

Grout surface seal
to 5’ above water table

approximate water level (typical 10’ bgs)

Bentonite pellet
or slurry annular seal

8” diameter borehole
to total depth

Bentonite pellet seal (3’ thick)

2” diameter Sch. 40 PVC
blank casing with 10’ well
screen (0.020” slot)

top Miocene Conglomerate

DIAGRAM NOT TO SCALE
All depths in feet below ground surface (bgs)
are approximate and will be determined based
on drilling log, Isoflow(R) sampling, and
consultation with DTSC.
326228.IM.05.00_Fig 5_1/27/06_ccc_bao

base of Alluvial Aquifer
target drilling depth

FIGURE 5
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR
GROUNDWATER MONITORING WELL

WORK PLAN FOR IM PERFORMANCE MONITORING WELLS
PG&E TOPOCK COMPRESSOR STATION

Attachment 1
DTSC Approval Letter, dated January 6, 2006

